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Abstract

Background: Spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA) is a late onset neurodegenerative disorder in which coordination and balance are affected. Although many international guidelines have been established regarding presymptomatic testing, it is still a grey area in Indonesia. We report two large families with advanced stages of SCA who underwent presymptomatic genetic testing in children along counseling process.

Case presentation: Thorough examination was performed, including pedigree construction, physical and neurological examination, gene mutation analyses for patients, and presymptomatic testing for family members, including children. SCA3/MJD1 gene mutation analysis was done in both cases, and a full penetrance CAG repeat expansion was found in both affected patients. Two different outcomes were observed in the offspring, who were both children. The risk and consequences of positive results had been explained in a counseling session to family members, who decided to keep the information until the child would have reached legally adult age of 18.

Conclusions: In developing countries such as Indonesia, problems arose due to ethical issues, knowledge of genetic diseases, and inaccessible molecular diagnostics. Culture, religion and tribe diversities may create additional challenges. These cases emphasize the need for careful consideration of presymptomatic testing in children, especially in complicated situations where psychological and ethical issues should be addressed.
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INTRODUCTION

Spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA) is a late onset neurodegenerative autosomal dominant disorder in which the cerebellum progressively degenerates; it is accompanied by degenerative changes in brainstem, oculomotor system, pyramidal and extrapyramidal pathways, lower motor neurons, and peripheral nerves. The main clinical phenotype is a progressive ataxia in young-adult to mid-adult years with vestibular and speech difficulties. More than 30 types of spinocerebellar ataxia with heterogeneous clinical features are known.1-3 Spinocerebellar ataxia type 3 (SCA3) or Machado-Joseph disease (MJD) is the most prevalent SCA form, comprising more than 20% of the SCA cases in USA and more than 50% in other countries. The most prevalent genetic change is a CAG repeat expansion on ataxin 3 (ATXN3) gene, also known as MJD1 gene on chromosome 14q32, followed by non-protein coding repeat expansion, and conventional mutations (e.g. missense, deletion, insertion, duplication).4,5
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Nowadays, the availability of molecular genetic testing enables diagnostic accuracy and adequate genetic counseling. Therefore, pre- and posttest genetic counseling should be provided in all cases of presymptomatic testing of SCA.\(^6\) There are some consensus and recommendations from health profession associations in developed countries regarding testing of affected individuals and presymptomatic testing, both in adults and children/minors.\(^7\) According to the guidelines, presymptomatic diagnosis should not be performed in children unless there is a clear benefit for them, such as availability of effective intervention.\(^8\) Testing of children for an adult onset, untreatable neurodegenerative disorder like SCA was considered a breach of the child’s autonomy and its right of having an open future and therefore unethical. However, in Indonesia, there is no consensus or recommendations regarding genetic testing in general, neither regarding presymptomatic testing. Two large families with SCA3 are presented, in which the complexity regarding presymptomatic genetic testing in children is described.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first case series of SCA presymptomatic testing in Indonesian children.

**CASE REPORTS**

**Case 1**

A 35-year-old wheelchair-bound man came to our hospital with balance and movement problems. The symptoms occurred since he was 27 years old, and at the age of 30, he experienced stiffness in his hands and feet, as well as dysarthria. A magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed severe cerebellar atrophy. Aside of his symptoms, he came for a consultation because he was aware of a possible inherited disorder, since 3 of his brothers were also affected of whom 2 already passed away, and his father died too due to the same condition, as shown in figure 1. Based upon history, family pedigree, physical examination and the MRI, the provisional diagnosis was autosomal dominant SCA. The patient (III.14) wished to have genetic testing for himself, as well as presymptomatic testing for both of his children, who were 11 [IV.11] and 8 years [IV.12] old. Informed consent was obtained from the patient.

Genetic and presymptomatic tests were done in a Dutch licensed DNA diagnostic laboratory under the parents’ request. However, the results were suspended because testing of children for adult-onset disease was considered unethical. Eventually, the results were shared after members of Indonesian national and local ethical committees, taking into account the Indonesian legal and cultural context where parents have the right to decide for their children’s wellbeing until they reach adulthood,\(^9\) gave the green light. The results revealed an expanded CAG repeat in one allele (73 repeats) of the *ATXN3* gene in III.14, and normal CAG repeat expansion for both children.

**Case 2**

A 44-year-old wheelchair-bound female with ataxia, dysarthria, and dysphagia, came to our hospital for genetic consultation. She was referred by a neurologist with no definitive diagnosis except ataxia. Clinical manifestations of a neurological disorder began at the age of 27 years. At first, she often suffered from vertigo and imbalance disturbances. Three years later, motor impairment started to develop. She often fell unintentionally, and she had difficulties in swallowing food. At the age of 39, she became wheelchair-bound. The family history indicated that the patient [III.13] had an older brother [III.11, 34 years] and younger brother [III.14, 36 years] who suffered from a similar neurological disorder. Her 62-years old paternal aunt [II.8] also had a less progressive neurological disorder, since she had been wheelchair-bound since the age of 60 and with later age of onset. Based on pedigree (see Fig. 2), the mode of inheritance is autosomal dominant, therefore it was suggestive of SCA.

During her visit, the most notable symptom was dysarthria. Neurological examination showed multiple cranial nerves palsies (VII, IX, X, and XII). Visual acuity was >1/60. She also showed right eye tic, lower limb spastic paraplegia, atrophy in upper and lower limbs, numbness in lower limb, and bowel-bladder incontinence. Non-contrast brain CT scan revealed cerebellar atrophy. Based on the history, physical examination and additional workup, patient was diagnosed with SCA, with the differential diagnosis of familial spastic paraplegia. During counseling session, further genetic work up was proposed. Informed consent was obtained from patient and family.

Genetic counseling was provided for the patient and her younger brother, III.14 and his wife, III.15. The patient requested her daughter not to be included during the pretest counseling session. Risk for offspring to carry the mutation and become affected in the future, as well as ethical considerations of testing minors (age <18 years old) were explained. After hearing and understanding about her probable cause of disease, the patient and her younger brother insisted to do genetic testing for the patient, her 15 years-old daughters [IV.9], 12-years-old nephew [IV.10], and 10-years-old niece [IV.11] who had not yet attained the legal age of 18 years for consent. Taking prior experience in Case 1 into consideration and parent request, we agreed to do the testing. Informed consent to test the children was obtained from both the mother and her younger brother.

Genetic analyses were performed in a commercial laboratory which revealed a CAG repeat expansion of the *MJD1* gene in the patient (28/76 repeats alleles, as shown in figure 3), confirming the diagnosis of SCA type 3 (SCA3). Her daughter also had a CAG repeat expansion (27/77 repeats alleles), while her nephew and niece had normal alleles (20/22 repeats alleles in both).

Due to their divorce, the patient’s husband was absent during the pretest genetic counseling and played no further role. Unfortunately, before the results came back, the patient died leaving her daughter (IV-9) an orphan. Posttest genetic counseling was performed for the couple III.14 and III.15. The consequences of positive results were explained to her uncle (III-14) who became her guardian. Considering her condition who was still in high school, we decided to keep the information until she has turned 18 and ready to have consultation to disclose the laboratory results.

**DISCUSSION**

**Decision making in presymptomatic testing**
In case 1, presymptomatic testing for both children showed negative results. There was no further implication following the posttest counseling, due to the gene-negative results. The negative results decreased parents’ uncertainty and anxiety about the future of their children. This is one of the arguments beside others, such
as positive effect on the family, ability on planning for the future, and promoting the individual autonomy, supporting presymptomatic testing for late-onset diseases in children. Other documented benefits were described, such as reduced worry and situational distress after negative results, and being able to plan for future education and employment.

In case 2, an allele with 77 CAG repeats showed that the daughter will be affected with the same condition at later age. This daughter, who was below 18 years old, has no information about the purpose of testing, and subsequently has not given any consent nor assent regarding genetic testing. When the results were received, the uncle III.14 was guardian of the daughter and he will withhold the information until she will reach adulthood.

In our families, the decision to have presymptomatic testing in minors was made due to anxiety and curiosity of affected parents and other family members who wanted to know their children’s condition before they died. Consequently, parent’s psychological aspects outweighed the interests of their children. From the cultural point of view, Indonesia has a large power distance, where children are obedient towards parents’ decisions, and low individualism dimensions, implying the parents’ significant role in decision making for their children.

In most countries, decision making in relation with ethical issues can be discussed in a clinical ethic committee. In Indonesia however, although a committee on medical ethics (Honorary Board of Medical Ethics/Majelis Kehormatan Etika Kedokteran) exists, there is no recommendation adapted from international guidelines regarding presymptomatic genetic testing. In general, informed consent and approval of medical procedures, including preventive, diagnostic and therapeutic intervention are regulated in The Ministry of Health Regulation No. 290 Year 2008. On article 12, informed consent should be made by a competent patient or the guardian. A competent patient is described as adult, aged 21 years and above or have been married. On article 14, there is further explanation regarding parents or guardians who have right to give informed consent on a medical procedure for their child, for their best interest. Thus, it is implied that the parents are the main decision maker on the children’s behalf for approving medical procedure.

Disclosing the genetic test results is one of the most important issues to be addressed in these families. Although children’s rights to obtain and search for information are guaranteed by Indonesian government through Law No. 23 Year 2002 on the Child Protection, parents are generally allowed to make a medical judgement for their children, except parents who have lost their custody, and therefore they have the right to decide to have their children below the age of 18 years being tested for a condition. Testing children may interfere with the child’s autonomy for making an informed decision as an adult in the future. Thus, parents and family members should also consider that children do not want to know the genetic test results, and if so respect their decision. Adolescents have unique perceptions on dealing with genetic testing; most of them experience more burden of knowing that they would develop a genetic condition and would rather remain uncertain. However, another study showed that adolescents with affected family members who pursued predictive testing sensed more relief upon receiving results, compared to experiences before testing, possibly due to previous participation in dealing with relatives with adult-onset disorders. These findings need to be taken into account when preparing to share information on future genetic counseling.

It is also important to consider psychosocial aspects that play a role in disclosing genetic information. Going through the presymptomatic testing procedure and obtaining positive results may have negative consequences for children, and may increase the risk of mental health problems, such as depression, anxiety, or even thoughts of suicide, including discrimination in the society, disturbed interpersonal relationship, difficulties in finding a marriage partner, changing family planning perspectives, or being ineligible for insurance. In Indonesia, genetic diseases are not covered by the National Health Insurance (Jaminan Kesehatan Nasional/JKN) plan. Furthermore, majority of private insurances are unable to fully cover individuals with chronic, debilitating disease.

In Indonesia, living with a rare disease like SCA, unknown to most people, one might encounter mistaken beliefs that such a rare disease is a curse. In most cases in the Indonesian setting, fatalistic beliefs help affected individuals and the family to accept their condition by considering their disease as a fate (’takdir’) given by God. Through all this, family members may support affected individuals to facilitate disease acceptance and cope with it.

Thus, disclosing information to an affected individual should be handled carefully. It is common that initially the affected child shows various reactions of denial. However, we should provide psychological support to child and the family to foster the child’s acceptance of its SCA. It is important to help families with communication problems related to a genetic disease in the family so that the family can play its role as the supportive environment for the affected child.

Role of genetic testing and counseling in complex disorder settings

Genetic counselors play significant roles in encouraging communication about genetic disorders between parents and offspring. Genetic counseling and consultation in Indonesia have become available for almost two decades, provided by general practitioners and specialists. However, the number of genetic counselors in Indonesia is still very small, and many clinicians are not aware of the availability and capacity of genetic counselors, making it underutilized. It is important to employ genetic counselors as a platform for transferring information from clinicians to families, thereby serving everyone’s best interests. In fact, children, parents, and family members may have different concepts of what entails best interest. Therefore, genetic counselors as part of healthcare providers have a responsibility to communicate, mediate, and serve children’s best interests.
In case 2, the adolescent daughter was not involved in pretest counseling as requested by the affected mother, nor did she consent or assent to be tested. She was found to have a CAG repeat expansion of the MJD1 gene. Consequently, she was denied to execute her right to know or not to know her genetic status. However, since she has started inquiring the results of her test, genetic counseling should be provided as soon as she reaches the age of 18 years in the presence of her guardian and maybe other relatives. In order to give her the opportunity to still execute her right to know or not to know this genetic counseling should have the content of a pretest counseling. Preferably nothing will be decided during this session and she will be allowed some time to come to a decision. When she decides to know the result, this will be disclosed to her in a real posttest counseling. A follow-up by a psychologist and/or social worker will be initiated. In case she decides not or not yet to know the test result, that decision will of course be respected by both the counselors and her guardian and other relatives. A follow-up genetic counseling after some time will be offered to her. Whether a pre-marriage or preconception genetic counseling should be offered more actively, is a matter of debate. Careful consideration should be made, based on the child’s maturity, to involve her in the counseling session together with its parents/guardians.

CONCLUSION

We presented two families with multiple affected cases of SCA type 3 along with dilemmas on diagnosis and presymptomatic testing in children. We have faced dilemmas in carrying out genetic testing of patients with late onset genetic diseases due to unavailability of local and national ethical recommendations, less awareness of health care providers, lack of laboratory facilities and underutilized genetic counselors in a developing country. Collaboration between healthcare professionals is important for achieving patient’s and family members’ best interests. Various cultural and psychosocial aspects should be considered when dealing with similar complicated cases in the future. Additionally, ethical recommendation regarding genetic testing is warranted.
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